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ballscrew drive
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screw drive

      /connection for drive

: example of ordering: exemple de commande: esempio di ordinazione:

MKR 060.200.1000.10 MKR 060.200.1000.10 MKR 060.200.1000.10 MKR 060.200.1000.10
 MKR type MKR type MKR tipo MKR
      = 60 x 70 mm section of profil = 60 x 70 mm section du profil = 60 x 70 mm sezione profilo = 60 x 70 mm
 U = 200 mm length of carriage U = 200 mm longueur du chariot U = 200 mm lunghezza slitta U = 200 mm
    L = 1000 mm total length L = 1000 mm longueur totale L = 1000 mm lunghezza asse L = 1000 mm
 = 10 mm screw lead = 10 mm pas de la broche = 10 mm passo della vite = 10 mm

/carriage /weight
L=C1+C2+U+ /stroke + 10 mm

A x B x C1/C2 A1 Ø/screw Ø D1 x F1 D2 x E x F2 L max
MKR 060 60 x 70 70 x 80 x 25/60 90 10 mm*/η=90% 16 56 x 12,5 44 x 12 x 21 1500
MTR 060 60 x 70 70 x 80 x 25/60 90 5 mm*/η=20% 22 56 x 12,5 44 x 12 x 21 3000

G x H I Z K M Q x R
MKR/MTR 060 3 x 34 59,4 (4x) M6 x 12 47 10 17 x 4

Axis 
type

mm
Axis length

mm
/

Critical rotating
speed/min

(80% )/
Max. rotating 
speed (80% of

critical speed) min

/mm
Thread

pitch/mm
m/s

Movement
  speed m/s

060 900 4375 3500 10 0,58
060 1100 2500 2000 10 0,33
060 1600 1200 960 10 0,16

 / Maximum speed for ball roller spindles

U S x T V x W X

MKR/MTR 060

150

145 x 45

65 x 115 (6 x) M8 x 12
200 90 x 115 (6 x) M8 x 12
300 90 x 115 (8 x) M8 x 12
500 117,5 x 115 (10 x) M8 x 12

kg kg/m
3,1

9,13,6
5,1
7,1

screw lead
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max®

( MKR60) ( MTR60)

Cf 53,  HRC 60 +/-2,

 :
10 mm:   90 %

4...5 mm:  20 %

:

  

:

  ( ) 0,052 mm/300 mm

.

 +/- 0,02 mm/m .

:

max® Omega 580 MF, ,  FDA

500-1000

max® linear modules with spindle drive are suitable for genera-
tion of precise driving motions (ball roller spindles) and for ad-
justment and re-equipment tasks (trapezoid thread spindles).
Use for high forces, e.g. as press-in spindles, is not intended.

The threaded spindles are designed as ball roller spindles (linear
module type MKR) or trapezoid thread spindles (linear module
Type MTR) made of Cf 53, hardness HRC 60 +/-2.

Efficiency and speed range:
Ball roller spindle at pitch 10 mm: approx. 90 %
Trapezoid thread at pitch 4 - 5 mm: approx. 20 %

Application:
The high efficiency of ball roller spindles leads to low heating
only. Therefore, they are suitable for continuous operation and
constant precision because they cause only low hear expansion.
Trapezoid threaded drives are preferred for adjustment units.
They have a high area press-on surface and good self-inhibition
due to their low efficiency.

Accuracy:
Pitch accuracy (essential for absolute accuracy) is 0.052
mm/300 mm spindle length (ball roller spindle). Repeat accu-
racy depends on the resolution of the motor and is at up to +/-
0.02 mm/m stroke.

Lubrication:
max® grease Omega 580 MF, highly stable, food-compliant
purs. to FDA
Lubrication is performed directly at the spindle with a brush af-
ter loosening of the steel covering tape.

Relubrication is required every 500 to 1000 operating hours. The
actual movement time of the axis is decisive here, so that relu-
brication is not necessary for a very long time in many cases.
Old grease must be removed before relubrication. A special slee-
ve is required for disassembly of the nut to prevent the ball
from falling out (ball roller spindle only).

:
: Ln = (C/F)3 x 106

C = 6,6 kN
Fx kN

 L = 

: Lh=L/(n x 60)
n = /min

:

: Fx = M/P x 5.600
M:  Nm
P :  mm
Fx:  N

: Fx = M/P x 1.480
:

MKR/MTR 60: Fx max = 1150 N

:
: M = Fx · P · 0,00014

: M = Fx · P · 0,00053

Nominal service life for ball roller spindles:
Rotations: Ln = (C/F)3 x 106

Dynamic load rating C = 6,6 kN
Infeed force Fx in kN
L = number of turns until replacement

Hours: Lh=L/(n x 60)
n = drive speed/min

Force at the axis carriage at corresponding drive torque
in running direction:

Ball roller spindle: Fx = M/P x 5.600
M: torque in Nm
P: spindle pitch in mm
Fx: carriage force in N

Trapezoid thread spindle: Fx = M/P x 1.480
Maximum permissible static force at the axis carriage,
limited by fixed bearings:
MKR/MTR 60: Fx max = 1150 N

Required drive torque at a defined force at the
axis carriage:
Ball roller spindle: M = Fx x P x 0,00014
Trapezoid thread spindle: M = Fx x P x 0,00053

MKR 60
 

 
 

/ballscrew drive
MTR 60

/screw drive

MKR 60
 

 
 

/ballscrew drive
MTR 60

/screw drive

MTRL 60
/

screw drive left- right
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